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Abstract

Mathematical modeling of the preparative chromatography process accompanied with complex intraparticle mass transport
mechanism involving surface diffusion is discussed. As an experimental base for the analysis two steroid compounds, methyl
esters of hydroxycholanic acids (bile acids), deoxycholic and cholic acids were selected. For these compounds surface
diffusion kinetics were found to have a marked influence on the band broadening. The isocratic chromatography process was
performed in a normal-phase preparative system with ternary mixture of solvents containing hexane, ethyl acetate and
methanol as a modifier under different operating conditions, e.g., at various mobile phase compositions and inlet
concentrations. The efficiency of the system was found to be dependent on the mass of sample injected as well as on the
contents of the modifier. Such a phenomenon was suggested to originate from the contribution of the surface diffusion
kinetics to the overall mass transport mechanism. For identifying the general trends and concentration dependencies of the
surface diffusion coefficient the simplified approach was proposed. The set of chromatographic band profiles registered at
different inlet concentration and mobile phase composition were used for determining the influence of the local solid-phase
concentration on the mass transport mechanism. For the simulations the transport-dispersive model was used, in which all
sources of mass transport resistances were lumped in the properly adjusted mass transport coefficient. The accuracy of this
model was verified by comparing its predictions to the solutions of the general rate model.
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1 . Introduction pharmaceutically and biologically active compounds.
Chromatographic separations of macromolecule

In contemporary pharmaceutical and biotechnol- compounds such as steroids, peptides and proteins
ogy industries preparative liquid chromatography is usually involve a complex mass transfer mechanism
frequently used for separation and purification of which influences the band broadening of elution

profiles. Thus, for predictions of such processes apart
from the equilibrium thermodynamics the mass
transport kinetics should also be quantitatively de-*Corresponding author. Tel.:148-17-8651-730; fax:148-17-
scribed. A correct mathematical model is indispens-8543-655.
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mass loading factor, mobile phase composition, hanced by kinetic effects [9,10]. In this case both the
column and particles dimensions, in order to achieve lumped models with constant coefficients give com-
maximum productivity from the separation process. parable and accurate results. However, for gradient

For prediction of chromatography processes ac- chromatography, nonlinear displacement or adsorp-
companied with slow mass transport kinetics the tion chromatography concentration changes in outlet
general rate model is suggested as the most accurate. profiles cannot be neglected and agreement with the
This model accounts for all contributions to band general rate model can be achieved only if con-
broadening: axial dispersion, external and internal centration dependent coefficients are applied in the
mass transport-resistances directly and provides a lumped models [9–11]. In particular, the use of the
reliable platform to simulate elution bands [1–3]. transport-dispersive model with constant lumped rate

The solution of the model involves simultaneous coefficient can lead to incorrect simulations. The
calculation of concentration profiles in the column ‘‘apparent’’ concentration dependence of the lumped
and within the particles along the space and time dispersion coefficient in the equilibrium-dispersive
coordinates. The solving requires complex and time- model is markedly weaker [9,10]. Hence, provided a
consuming numerical techniques; typically the ortho- relatively simple mass transport mechanism holds
gonal collocation on fixed finite element method [4] (no ‘‘real’’ dependence of mass transport rate co-
is employed. As an alternative a number of sim- efficients on the local concentration), for practical
plified pseudo homogeneous models has been sug- purposes this model can be recommended.
gested which account for the mass transport kinetics For very complex mass transport mechanisms as
indirectly. Frequently, for modeling chromatography exhibited by many macromolecules compounds the
processes performed in systems with low efficiency system efficiency depends actually on the mass
limited by slow mass transport kinetics the transport- overloading conditions, which cannot be explained
dispersive model is used [5,6]. This model couples by ‘‘apparent’’ concentration dependence of the
boundary layer and intraparticle mass transport re- lumped coefficients resulting from the general rate
sistances in the lumped mass transport coefficient. model and the lumped models equivalency. This
The value of the lumped coefficient is assumed as phenomenon is suggested to originate from the
constant and adjusted by fitting the simulated and contribution of the surface diffusion in the overall
experimental profiles. Alternatively, the lumped mass transport mechanism [2]. Several models of
equilibrium-dispersive model is used, which couples such a process mechanism have been suggested, e.g.,
all contributions to band broadening in one adjust- the heterogeneous surface model, the hopping model
able apparent dispersion coefficient. or the surface pressure driving force model [2,12].

In linear chromatography and isocratic elution the The experimental data of the surface diffusivity in
contributions of mass transfer kinetics and axial gas systems reported in [2] reveal that increasing the
dispersion are additive and can be lumped in con- adsorbed phase concentration results in increasing
stant mass transport or apparent dispersion coeffi- the surface diffusivity. However, the opposite phe-
cients. In this case solutions of the general rate and nomenon has been also registered [13]. In Ref. [14]
the transport- or equilibrium-dispersive models with both the dependences are suggested to originate from
constant coefficients are equivalent provided that the molecule interactions in the adsorbed phase within
applied coefficients are properly adjusted [7,8]. pores.
Under nonlinear conditions the lumped coefficients For the mathematical modeling of such processes
are concentration dependent. These ‘‘apparent’’ con- neither the standard general rate model nor the
centration dependencies result from the equivalency lumped-dispersive models is sufficiently accurate and
criteria between the lumped and the general rate neither can predict properly the band broadening of
models. For typical isocratic chromatography pro- elution profiles. In order to reproduce this effect the
cesses concentration changes in outlet profiles have surface diffusion mechanism has to be accounted for.
negligible impact on the lumped-dispersive models In this work the transport-dispersive model was
predictions due to dilution of elution profiles en- extended for simulating chromatography process
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with intraparticle mass transport mechanism involv- was verified by the comparison to the solutions of
ing surface diffusion. The contribution of surface the extended general rate model.
diffusion kinetics to band broadening was accounted
for again by the lumped mass transfer coefficient.
This simplified model is designated for evaluating 2 . Theoretical
kinetics effects and due to its simplicity can be used
for the optimization of operating conditions, e.g., 2 .1. General rate model
mass overloading and the mobile phase composition.

For such a purpose the influence of mass overload- The general rate model [2,3] consists of differen-
ing on the system efficiency should be a priori tial mass balance equations in the mobile and the
quantitatively described. Further, a numerical re- stagnant liquid phase. The mass balance for the
production of the effect of the modifier concentration single component in the mobile phase can be ex-
on the retention and the shape of band profiles is pressed:
indispensable. This allows optimization of the mo-

2
≠c u ≠c ≠ cbile phase composition to achieve maximum prod-
] ]] ]1 5D 2F k a c 2 c r 5Rs s ddL 2 e ext p p p≠t ´ ≠xuctivity from the separation process under over- ≠xe

loaded isocratic [15] and gradient elution conditions (1)
[16–18].

where F 5 (12´ ) /´ ; ´ is the external porosity;In order to determine suitable concentration de- e e e e

k is the boundary layer mass transport rate coeffi-pendencies chromatographic peaks, which band ext

cient.broadening is very sensitive to kinetic effects, have
According to Wilson and Geankoplis [19]k canbeen registered under isocratic conditions at different ext

be calculated from the following correlation:inlet concentrations and mobile phase composition
and used in the peak fitting procedure. 1.09

0.333]]Sh5 ScRe (2)s dDue to the simplification of the experimental ´emethod proposed the concentration dependencies
evaluated should be considered as mathematicalwhere Sh5k d /D ; Re5ur d /h ;ext p m m p m

functions able to reproduce general trends quali- Sc5h /r D .m m m

tatively only. For a deep analysis of the process the If intraparticle diffusion is assumed to arise from
accurate determining of all the model parameters is the parallel contribution of pore and surface diffusion
necessary. It could involve, however, very compli- the mass balance equation for the stagnant liquid
cated for practical realizations experiments. Because phase within pores can be expressed:
of additive character of their influence on the band

≠c ≠c≠q 1 ≠p p2broadening the contributions of individual mass ] ] ]] F S]D´ 1 12´ 5 r ´ Ds dp p 2 p p≠t ≠t ≠r ≠rrtransport kinetics to the overall mass transport
*mechanism are difficult or impossible to distinguish. ≠q
]] GS D1 12´ D (3)s dp sTherefore, a number of kinetic parameters expected ≠r

to have a minor influence on the process can be
where D is a pore diffusion coefficient;D is thep sdropped and the model can be simplified. The
Fickian surface diffusivity,́ is the internal porosity.pcontribution of the individual mass transport kinetics,

The contribution of the external and internal
e.g., surface diffusion should be included as soon as

porosities to the total void fraction can be expressed
it is significant and its neglecting leads to inac-

as:
curacies in the process predictions.

´ 5´ 1´ (12´ ) (4)The goal of this work is to develop a fast tool, t e p e

simple and accurate enough to observe the general
trends and to simulate even a complex mass transport In the above Eq. (3) the surface diffusion is
mechanism. The accuracy of the model predictions assumed to originate from the concentration gradient
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*of the adsorbed phase within the particle,≠q /≠r. p1
]]]After re-arranging with: D 5 (9)s *exp p qs d2

* *≠q ≠q ≠c
]] ]]] where p , p are empirical coefficients lumping all5 1 2≠r ≠c ≠r

unknown model parameters.
the diffusivities D and D can be lumped in the Introducing Eq. (9) into Eq. (5) one obtains:p s

effective diffusion coefficient as follows:
p *≠q1

]]]]]* D 5D ´ 1 12´ (10)≠q s deff p p p *exp p q ≠cs d]]D 5D ´ 1 12´ D (5) 2 ps deff p p p s≠cp

2 .2. Isotherm equation
Hence, for the single component Eq. (3) can be

re-arranged:
The extended general rate model formulated above

≠c ≠c≠q 1 ≠ is coupled with the relationship correlating thep p2] ] ]]F S]DG´ 1 12´ 5 D r (6)s dp p 2 eff concentration in the stagnant liquid phase and in the≠t ≠t ≠r ≠rr
stationary phase. Typically in chromatography pro-

with D expressed by Eq. (5).eff cesses the adsorption–desorption kinetics are fast
Pore diffusivity D can be correlated with thep and instantaneous equilibrium between the phases

molecular diffusivity D by the following equationm can be assumed. In such a case the adsorption
[5]: equilibrium is described by an isotherm equation.

2 For the single component Langmuir isotherm the´p
following equation holds:]]]D 5 D (7)p m222´s dp

Hcp
]]]*q 5 (11)The migration mechanism of surface diffusion is 11K ceq paffected by temperature and the amount adsorbed.

`There is a number of models explaining the depen- whereH5K q is the slope of the linear isotherm–eq
`dence ofD on the solid-phase concentration, e.g., Henry constant;K is the equilibrium constant;qs eq

the heterogeneous surface model, the hopping modelis the loading capacity.
or the surface pressure driving force model [2,6]. Eq. (11) formulates the apparent isotherm equa-
Due to the exponential character of the concentration tion, in which the competition between the sample
dependence of the system efficiency exhibited by the and the active components of mobile phase is
experimental data the heterogeneous surface modelneglected. This is valid for a significant concen-
[2,6] has been selected in order to account for the tration excess of the polar solvent (modifier) saturat-
dependence of surface diffusion on the solid-phase ing the column compared to the local sample con-
concentration: centration. The sample traveling along the column

does not alter the adsorption equilibrium of the2Q *s d 2abqst,0F G]]] ]]]S DD 5D exp 2a exp (8) modifier and its saturation level remains unchanged.s s0 RT RT
Therefore, the influence of the modifier on the local

whereD is frequency factor;Q is the isosteric equilibrium of the sample can be lumped in constants 0 st ,0

heat of adsorption at zero surface coverage;b is a isotherm coefficients varying only between particular
proportionality coefficient;a is an empirical parame- saturation levels.
ter; R the universal gas constant.

The remaining above-mentioned models were not 2 .3. Initial and boundary conditions
able to reproduce the experimental trend.

It is evident that the heterogeneous model contains The model is complemented by initial conditions:
a number of parameters which cannot be evaluated for t50:
independently, therefore they have been lumped in

0c 0,x 5 c for 0, x , L (12)the following functional dependence: s d
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0 0* *c 0,x,r 5 c q (0,x,r)5 q (c )s dp p p ≠q
] *5 k q (c)2 q (19)f gmfor 0, x , L; 0, r ,R (13) ≠tp

*where the relationshipq (c) is expressed by theboundary conditions for the mass balance Eq. (1):
Langmuir equation (Eq. (11)).for t.0; x50

The initial and boundary conditions are similar as
≠c t,0s d in the general rate model.]]u c t 2 c t,0 5 2´ D ;s d s ds df f e L ≠x

c for t [ [0;t ] 2 .5. Equivalency of the general rate and thef p
c t 5 (14)s d Hf transport-dispersive models0 for tltp

Eq. (14) represents typical Danckwerts conditions. Basing on the analytical solution of the transport-
for t.0; x5L dispersive model for a linear isotherm Lapidus and

Amundson [7] showed that all contributions to band≠c
]5 0 (15) broadening could be expressed by the lumped mass≠x

transport coefficient. The lumped rate coefficient
boundary conditions for the mass balance Eq. (6): equation corresponding to the transport-dispersive
for t.0; r5Rp model in the form of Eqs. (18) and (19) can be
≠ written as [9–11]:
] D c t,r 5 k c 2 c t,r (16)s d s ds d f geff p ext p≠r 2d d´1 p pt

] ]] ]] ]]5A 1 (20)S Dfor t.0; r50 1k ´ F9 6k 60Dm e ext eff

≠c t,rs dp where]]50 (17)
≠r

2k1
]]S DAs discussed above the general rate model is 11 k1
]]]9A 5 k ;complex and requires sophisticated numerical algo- 1 0 29k0
]]rithms for solving. The calculation time increases S D911 k0with the model complexity. Thus, accounting for

surface diffusion kinetics may extend computation 9The values ofk , k , D are as follows:1 0 eff

times markedly, particularly for strong concentra-
*qtions gradients within pores (nonlinear conditions). ]S Dk 5F9 ´ 1 (12´ ) (21)1 p p cHence, for simulating band profiles one of simplified,

lumped models was tested—namely the transport- *q
]9k 5F (22)0dispersive model. c

*q
2 .4. Transport-dispersive model ]D 5D ´ 1 12´ D (23)s deff p p p s c

withIn the transport-dispersive model [3,5,20,21] all
contributions of slow mass transport kinetics are * *q (c u )2 q (c u )*q s 1 s 2

] ]]]]]]lumped into the mass transport rate coefficient,k . 5m c c u 2 c us ds 1 s 2The model consists of the differential mass balance
equation for the mobile phase in the form [11]: isotherm chord, wherec u , c u are related to thes 2 s 1

2 concentrations of the plateaus before and after the´≠c ≠q u ≠ c≠c e
] ] ]] ] ]1F 1 5 D (18) shock [22].L 2≠t ≠t ´ ≠x ´ ≠xt t All contributions to band broadening are also
whereF 5 12´ /´ ; ≠q /≠t, follows from the kinetic additive and lumped ink values depending onc ut t m s 2

equation: and c u through the isotherm chord.s 1
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Including the above dependencies ((9), (23)) the Moulton method implemented in the VODE pro-
lumped mass transport coefficient can be expressed: cedure [26] using a relative and absolute error equal

26to 10 .
´1 t

] ]]5A1k ´ F9m e 2 .7. Transport-dispersive model
2d dp p

]] ]]]]]]]]]]]3 1 The transport-dispersive model was discretized byp*6k Dq 1ext1 2]] ]]]S D60 D ´ 1 12´F s d Gp p p the use of the backward–forward finite difference*Dc exp p qs d2
method. The size of time increment was chosen in

(24)
such way that the stability of solution was assured
and possible influence of numerical diffusion on the

For dispersed fronts in order to determinek them band broadening was excluded. The detailed discus-
local slope of the isotherm should be used [9–11]:

sion of implementation of this scheme to solve the
transport-dispersive model and its stability conditions* *Dq ≠q

]] ]]5 (25) can be found in Ref. [9].Dc ≠c

For chromatographic peaks both the shock and
2 .8. Estimation of model parameters

dispersed front coexist. At the column outlet the
value of maximal concentration in the shock is lower

In order to determine the model parameters (the
than the inlet concentration and cannot be explicitly

lumped mass transport rate coefficient and isotherm
determined. Hence, in case of shock layers in

coefficients) the peak fitting method was used. Due
chromatographic peaks an explicit formula fork ,1 to the preparative scale of the process investigated
9k does not exist. As an approximation Eq. (25) can0 this method delivers fast and simple tool for design,

be used for calculating both shock and dispersed
prediction and optimization of processes.

fronts. This approach was found to give good results
The estimation was performed through minimiza-

over a broad range of column efficiency [9–11] and
tion of the sumS of the squared differences between

was adopted for simulating the chromatographic
the experimental and the theoretical data:

band profiles in this work.
nThe isotherm chord was replaced with:

2S 5O C 2C (p) (28)s dexp,i th,i* *Dq ≠q i51
]] ]]5 5H (26)
Dc ≠c wherep is the vector of model parametersc areexp,i

elements of the vectorc containing the givenfor the linear range of the isotherm, and with: exp

experimental concentrations (n data points) andc th,i* *Dq ≠q H
are the corresponding theoretical values calculated]] ]] ]]]5 5 (27)

2Dc ≠c 11K cs dr by the model being studied.
The minimization was performed with use of thefor the nonlinear range of the isotherm.

least-squares Marquardt method [27].

2 .6. Numerical methods

3 . Experimental2 .6.1. Extended general rate model
To solve the general rate model the orthogonal

collocation method on finite elements was used. The 3 .1. Chemicals
orthogonal collocation on finite element method
applied here is the same as that described in Refs. As the single component samples, methyl de-
[23–25]. The set of ordinary differential equations oxycholate (D) and cholate (C) with purity .99%
obtained after discretization using the orthogonal mass were used. Both compounds are derivatives of
collocation method was solved with the Adams- the proper hydroxycholanic acids, which were iso-
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Germany) was used. The column was operated at the
3mobile phase flow-rate of 5 (cm /min).

Experiments were performed on a NovaPrep
200 –Preparative Scale High Performance Liquid

Chromatography System (Merck) with an RI detec-
tor and a data station. The injector was a Rheodyne

3sampling valve with a 2.6-cm loop.
Fig. 1. Structure of methyl deoxycholate and methyl cholate.

The total column porosity determined byn-hexane
lated in our laboratory from bile acids mixture of ox (tracer) injections was´ 50.707. The external po-t

bile. The structures of the compounds studiedD and rosity´ was assumed as a typical value for silicae

C are given in Fig. 1. particleś 50.375. From these values of´ and ´e t e

Concentrations of samplec , were varied in the the porosity of the particles´ was calculated (Eq.f p
26 25 3range: 1.97310 –1.97310 (mol /cm ) forD and (4)).

26 25 31.89310 –1.89310 (mol /cm ) forC. The max- An inaccuracy of evaluating these values can be
imal concentration was limited by low sample solu- lumped in surface diffusion coefficient (see Eqs. (9),
bility. These concentrations corresponded to the (10)).
linear conditions for the compoundD within the The number of theoretical plates was determined
whole concentration range and nonlinear conditions from the half of width of methanol peaks recorded at
for the compoundC. Band profiles ofC revealed the investigated saturation levels. Due to very high
asymmetry even at very low, analytical inlet con- polarity of the mobile phase methanol was unre-
centration suggesting heterogeneity of the adsorbent tained under these conditions. An approximate value
surface. of 2000 theoretical plates was found.

The system parameters are summarized in Table 2.
3 .2. Mobile phase All the chromatograms recorded were transferred

to the PC and converted into concentration profiles.
The mobile phase contained ethyl acetate–hex-

ane–methanol (the modifier)5EA:H:M560:40:x (v /
v /v). These solvents were purchased from Merck 4 . Results and discussion
(Darmstadt, Germany) and were used as received.
Concentration of modifierx was x55, 10, 13 (v/v /

23 23 23 4 .1. Determining model parametersv)51.17310 ; 2.25310 ; 2.83310 (mol /
3cm ). The mobile phase properties are summarized

in Table 1. The sample was dissolved in the mobile 4 .1.1. External mass transport resistances
phase. The external mass transport coefficientk forext

both the componentsD and C was evaluated from
3 .3. Instrumentation and methods Eq. (2).

The physicochemical parameters were calculated
0A 25-cm long 10-mm I.D. column packed with for different mobile phase compositionsC . Themod

Lichrosphere Si 60, 12mm (Merck, Darmstadt, values of theD parameter were practically the samem

Table 1
Physicochemical properties of the chromatographic system

0 3 4 9 10 2 4C 10 h 10 r D 10 D 10 Re 10 Sc Sh k 10mod m m m p ext
3 3 2 2(mol /cm ) (Pas) (kg/m ) (m /s) (m /s)

1.17 4.198 820 1.163 2.652 2.50 1930 10.57 2.336
2.25 4.345 819 1.124 2.563 2.40 2070 10.67 2.279
2.83 4.426 818.5 1.103 2.515 2.36 2151 10.75 2.253
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Table 2 Table 3
System parameters Isotherm parameters determined from the first moment of chro-

matographic peak (componentD), or from the peak fitting method
Parameter Value

(componentC)
d 12 mm 0 3 ` ` 4p C 10 H 5K q K q 10mod i eqi i eqi i´ 0.707 3 3 3t (mol /cm ) (–) (cm /mol) (mol /cm )
´ 0.375e

´ 0.531 ForDp

N 2000 1.17 3.6060.042 – –tracer
27 2D 1.77p10 m /s 2.25 1.8060.022 – –L

F 1.67 2.83 1.4660.013 – –e

F 0.414
For C
1.17 12.3060.06 23 1006179.3 5.28
2.25 5.1660.05 10 750679 4.80
2.83 3.2060.045 6600656 4.60for both the componentsD andC due to similarity of

their chemical structure.
The results are presented in Table 1. It is evident

0 23that the physicochemical properties determined are phase compositions:C 5x51.17310 ; 2.253mod
23 23 3practically constant within the range of the saturation 10 ; 2.83310 (mol /cm ).

levels investigated. The estimated results are summarized in Table 4.
The corresponding values ofD coefficient wereeff

calculated from the Eq. (20).4 .1.2. Axial dispersion
For the peak fitting the transport-dispersive modelThe D coefficient was determined from theL

was used.column efficiency evaluated for non-retained tracer
Analyzing the data obtained the following conclu-peaks:uL /D ´ 52?N (see Table 2). The valueL e tracer

sions can be drawn:of D included also the contribution of mixing inL
(1) Compared to the values ofk the contributionmextra-column volumes, which is usually considerable

of k (strictly—d /6k , see Eq. (20)) can beext p extin preparative scale instruments.
neglected. In fact, this contribution is claimed to
have negligible impact on the system efficiency and

4 .1.3. Isotherm parameters and the overall mass is often neglected in studies of mass transport
transport coefficient kinetics [28].

(2) The value ofD calculated according Eq. (7)p
4 .1.3.1. Linear isotherm (see Table 1) was markedly too high leading too

For the linear isotherm (componentD) parameter much higher than experimentalD , k values. Thiseff m
H was determined from the retention time of the leads to the conclusion that contribution of molecular
maximum of the peaks registered at different mobile diffusion in pores is much lower than expected form
phase composition. TheH value was calculated from the correlation (7). The same trend was observed by
the first moment of chromatographic peak: Cavazzani et al. [29]. It suggest that the pore

volumes are not fully accessible for the solute andL´t
] the mass transport is expected to occur mainly byt 5m 5 (11FH )1 ms d impr 1 1u

diffusion in adsorbent surface layer.
where m is the first moment of the rectangular Since this value cannot be measured from suchs d imp1

impulse: m 5 t /2 simple experiments, for the further simplification thes d imp1 imp

The calculations were repeated for each mobile D coefficient was omitted.p

phase composition; the results are shown in Table 3. (3) It is evident that the value ofk decreasesm

The lumped mass transport coefficientk was with the increasing inlet concentration.m

determined by the peak fitting method for four The trend was confirmed by simulations per-
26different inlet concentrations between 1.97310 – formed by use of the general rate model with

25 31.97310 (mol /cm ) at three investigated mobile constantD calculated from Eq. (20) (see Table 4,eff
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Table 4
Mass transport kinetics parameters

0 3 5 11C 10 C 10 k p p D 10mod i 0 mi 1i 2i eff
3 3 11 24 2(mol /cm ) (mol /cm ) (1/s) 10 10 (m /s)

For D
1.17 1.970 2.252 1.675

1.773 2.500 1.57 1.92 1.871
0.985 4.444 3.510
0.197 5.263 4.250

2.25 1.970 0.980 0.534
1.773 1.083 1.20 5.03 0.591
0.985 1.387 0.762
0.197 1.818 1.007

2.83 1.970 0.500 0.259
1.773 0.530 1.39 8.11 0.275

Fig. 2. Values of the lumped mass transport coefficientk versusm0.985 0.656 0.341 0 23inlet concentrationc for componentD: Line 1, c 52.83310f mod0.197 0.813 0.424 3 0 23 3(mol /cm ); Line 2, c 52.25310 (mol /cm ); and Line 3,mod
0 23 3c 51.17310 (mol /cm ).modFor C

1.17 1.890 3.125 6.296
1.701 3.704 3.93 4.17 7.786
0.945 5.000 11.641 coefficient, Eq. (20)) were estimated. For the three-
0.189 5.988 15.164 parameter estimation the most overloaded chromato-

gram has been selected. For the peaks corresponding2.25 1.890 2.188 1.903
1.701 2.439 1.34 0.812 2.137 to remaining inlet concentrations one parameterkm
0.945 2.941 2.620 was estimated. For the overloaded peaks the thermo-
0.189 3.333 2.979 dynamic effect has dominating influence on peak

2.83 1.890 1.613 1.112 shapes. However, this approach can generate some
1.701 1.754 0.827 0.174 1.215 errors because even for strong isotherm nonlinearity
0.945 2.041 1.423

the kinetic effects cannot be completely neglected.0.189 2.198 1.539

Fig. 2)—as expected for the linear isotherm, the
profiles calculated with both the transport-dispersive
and general rate model, converged completely. The
exemplary comparison is shown in Fig. 3.

(4) The value ofk depends on the mobile phasem

composition, which cannot be explained only by the
dependence of Henry constant on mobile phase
composition. TheD coefficient was also found toeff

decrease with increasing the modifier concentration,
which points the contribution of the modifier in the
mass transport mechanism.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the computer simulations with experimen-4 .1.4. Component C—nonlinear isotherm
25 3tal band profiles for componentD: c 51.97310 (mol /cm ),fFor the sake of simplicity, which is required in 0 23 3c 51.17310 (mol /cm ). Circles, experimental data; solidmodpreparative scale application, for nonlinear condi- line, simulations with the transport-dispersive model with constant

tions the three model parameters:H, K (isotherm k (see Table 4); dashed line, simulations with the general rateeq m

coefficients, Eq. (11)) andk (lumped mass transfer model with constantD (see Table 4).effm
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Thus the valuesk and K are not completelym eq

independent in the estimation procedure.
The further simplification was the choice of the

Langmuir isotherm equation. The peak nonlinearity
observed in the range of very low concentration
(especially for the lowest modifier saturation level)
could be accounted for more accurately by heteroge-
neous isotherm models, e.g., the biLangmuir iso-
therm. However, apart from the lowest saturation
level (see Fig. 4), for which some insignificant
discrepancy between the simulated and experimental
band profiles is evident, the simulation results fits
well to the experimental data in the whole con-
centration range tested and local values of the solid-

Fig. 5. Values of the lumped mass transport coefficientk versusmphase concentration can be expected to be properly
inlet concentrationc , for componentC. Lines as in Fig. 2.fevaluated. The simplification of the isotherm equa-

tion reduces the number of the parameters estimated,
which makes possible the quick evaluation of both 4 .1.5. Surface diffusion
thermodynamic and kinetic effects. In order to account for the concentration depen-

This same procedure for different mobile phase dency of surface diffusion coefficient the lumped
composition was repeated. mass transport coefficient was expressed by Eqs.

The results of the estimation are summarized in (24) and (26) for linear conditions or Eqs. (24) and
the Table 3 and 4 and Fig. 5. (27) for nonlinear conditions. In the latter case,km

The trend shown in Fig. 5 and Table 4 was similar depends on the local concentrationc through the
to that registered for componentD (compare Figs. 2 local isotherm slope and the exponential term. The
and 5): thek values decreased with increasing the model parameters, which have to be determined, arem

inlet concentration and the modifier concentration. p and p . The local concentration calculated by the1 2

model was included in all concentration dependent
terms (see Eq. (24)).

In principle it is not possible to determinep and1

p by fitting the model solution to a single chromato-2

graphic peak. Both the coefficients are not indepen-
dent, influencing the band broadening in a similar
manner. For their determination a set of four peaks
covering the concentration range of the interest was
selected. The values of the maximum concentration
of each peak was chosen, as the most sensitive to the
kinetics effects, as a set of experimental data.

Next, the model was simultaneously solved for
each of inlet concentrations. The maxima simulated
by the model peak were fitted to the experimental
data through the estimation ofp andp parameters.1 2

The procedure was repeated for each mobile phaseFig. 4. Comparison of the computer simulations with experimen-
25 3tal band profiles for componentC: c 51.89310 (mol /cm ), composition.f

0 23 3 0 23 3c 52.83310 (mol /cm ) (1), c 52.25310 (mol /cm )mod mod The results of the minimization are summarized in
0 23 3(2), c 51.17310 (mol /cm ) (3). Circles, experimental data;mod Table 4 and in Figs. 6 and 7, in which the depen-

solid line, simulations with the transport-dispersive model with
dence of the surface diffusion coefficient on the*estimated concentration dependence ofD 5p /exp p q ( p , ps ds 1 2 1 2
amount adsorbed is presented. For both the com-in Table 4); dashed line, simulations with the extended general

*rate model withD 5p /exp p q . ponents decreasing surface diffusion coefficient withs ds 1 2
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the computer simulations with experimen-
25tal band profiles for componentD: c 51.97310 and 1.97e3fFig. 6. The functional dependence of the surface diffusion coeffi- 26 3 0 23 310 (mol /cm ),c 51.17310 (mol /cm ). Lines as in Fig. 4.modcient on the amount absorbed for componentD. Solid line,

0 23 3 0 23c 51.17310 (mol /cm ); dashed line,c 52.25310mod mod
3 0 23 3(mol /cm ); dotted line,c 52.83310 (mol /cm ).mod

in Fig. 8. The same quality was achieved for
remaining bands of peaksD and C.

increasing the amount adsorbed as well as with This agreement is obvious since the functional
increasing saturation level of the modifier is ob- dependency was determined by the fitting to the
served. For componentD the concentration depen- experimental data. It demonstrates that the model
dence is enhanced with the modifier concentration allows prediction of the process in preparative scale
while for componentC weakens evidently. The and its optimized application.
results confirm again the participation of the modifier Due to sensitivity of the peak broadening to
in the mass transport mechanism independently on kinetic effects the procedure provides useful tool to
thermodynamic factors. trace the general trends in the mass transport mecha-

The illustrative simulations of the transport-disper- nism, as well.
sive model with the estimated parametersp and p In the last step the ability of the simplified model1 2

were depicted and compared to the experimental data for the quantitative reproduction of complex mass
transport kinetics was validated by comparing the
results of simulations to the solution of the general
rate model. The general rate model was extended by
accounting for surface diffusion kinetics, which
included the concentration dependency of the surface
diffusion coefficient. The set of (1), (3), (10), (11)
equations coupled with the boundary and initial
conditions (Section 2.3) was solved with the parame-
tersp andp determined by the use of the transport-1 2

dispersive model. The results of predictions are
superimposed on the experimental data in Figs. 4 and
8.

For remaining band profiles the quality of com-
parison was the same.

The agreement was found to be very good. This
indicates that the transport-dispersive model can
reproduce even the very complicated character of theFig. 7. The functional dependence of the surface diffusion coeffi-

cient on the amount absorbed for componentC. Lines as in Fig. 6. mass transport mechanism, provided that the value of
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the lumped coefficient is adjusted according the c concentration in mobile phase (mol /
3proper formulas. cm )

As mentioned above, for an accurate quantitative c concentration in the stagnant liquidp
3analysis of mass transport mechanism determining of phase (mol /cm )

all model parameters involved is necessary. d equivalent particle diameter (m)p
2D effective diffusion coefficient (m /s)eff

2D axial diffusion coefficient (m /s)L
2D molecular diffusion coefficient (m /s)m

25 . Conclusion D pore diffusion coefficient (m /s)p
2D surface diffusion coefficient (m /s)s

In this work chromatography preparative processes F (12´ ) /´ phase ratiot t

involving steroid compounds have been discussed. F (12´ ) /´e e e

Both the linear and nonlinear conditions were con- H Henry constant
sidered. 9k retention factor of the component0

The system efficiency was found to be dependent k external mass transport coefficient (m/s)ext

on the inlet concentration and the mobile composi- k lumped mass transport coefficient (1 /s)m
3tion. As an explanation of this phenomenon the K equilibrium constant (cm /mol)eq

contribution of the surface diffusion to the mass L column length (m)
transport mechanism has been suggested. For predic-q local adsorbed phase concentration

3tion of such a process and its optimized application (mol /cm )
the transport-dispersive model was used. The contri- *q stationary phase concentration in
bution of the surface diffusion was accounted for by equilibrium with the local stagnant mo-

3the properly adjusted lumped mass transport coeffi- bile liquid concentrations (mol /cm )
` 3cient including concentration dependence of the q loading capacity (mol /cm )

surface diffusion coefficient. r radial coordinate (m)
The model complemented with these dependenciesR radius of particle (m)p

was employed for predictions of experimental pro- t time (s)
files. Because the concentration dependencies weret time of a rectangular injection pulse (s)p

determined on the basis of selected experimental t time of component retention time (s)r

profiles full agreement between experimental and t hold-up time of the column (s)0

simulated bands is expected. Such an procedure canu superficial velocity (m/s)
be used for optimization of operating parameters. x axial coordinate (m)

The accuracy of the model and the trends reported
were verified by comparing simulations to the results Greek letters
of the general rate model extended by accounting for ´ external void fractione
surface diffusion kinetics. A very good agreement ´ internal void fractionp
between simulations confirmed that the simplified ´ total void fractiont
model could serve also as the basis to examine theh mobile phase viscosity (Pas)m

3mass transport mechanism. However, an accurater mobile phase density (kg/m )m
quantitative analysis requires all the model parame-
ters involved to be precisely determined. Subscripts

f feed
mod modifier

6 . Nomenclature
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